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Cylinder seal sealings from Palestinian sites are
rare. From the Middle Bronze Age three excavat-
ed cylinder-seal impressed jar handles, one bowl
handle and one sealing are known. The dearth of
cylinder seal impressed handles stands in contrast
to the use of scarabs which was widespread: these
we find on the upper part of jar handles, now over
120,1 jar stoppers, clay conoids and miscellaneous
sealings.2 The present article adds yet another,
though unprovenanced, cylinder-sealed jar han-
dle to the list. The handle (Fig. 1) in the collection
of the Ceramics Pavillion, Eretz Israel Museum,
Tel Aviv (reg. no. MHP 53.68) was purchased in
Jerusalem in 1968 by Dr. Arie Kindler, at the time
curator of the Kadman Numismatic Pavillion, in
the period of the late Professor Pirhiya Beck’s
tenure as curator of the Ceramics Pavillion. 

Petrographic analysis by Y. Goren proves that
the jar was manufactured of soil of the central hill
regions.

DESCRIPTION

The impression is located on the upper part of the
broken handle, therefore there is no way to tell
how many times the seal was rolled over it. How-
ever, it seems that the preserved impression,
(measuring 16 × 25 mm) contains the entire seal
design of the Old Syrian period (first half of the
18th century), showing a scene of an audience or a

presentation, consisting of two figures approach-
ing a seated figure.

The enthroned male figure facing left wears a
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Fig. 1  Cylinder seal impressed jar handle, Collection Cera-
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long garment and a tight fitting cap. His extended
right hand perhaps holds a cup. The seated figure
receives two others wearing long robes and raising
their left hands towards him. A vertically set fish is
depicted between the two figures.3 In the field
behind the throne there is a perched bird facing
left above a crouched hare also facing left. The
wedge shape in the field is the bird’s fan-spread tail
typical of doves.4 The combination of bird and hare
is fairly frequent on Syrian seals.5 The vertically
extended fish is an abbreviated form of fish leaping
along streams of water,6 symbolizing plenty. 

The overall shape of the fish is reminiscent of
the fish in Collon’s North Syrian style cylinder
seals.7 The throne is a version of the temple double
portal popular in the šakkanakkus era at Mari
(derived from Ur III thrones) – Old Syrian period,8

which may have rested on a platform.9 The robes

worn by the figures may have been fringed. The
robe of the figure furthermost from the seated fig-
ure seems to have a swelling, which could be relat-
ed to the fringed robe hems in Collon’s North Syr-
ian style,10 which is related to Kültepe Ib, and
therefore securely datable to the very end of the
19th and the first half of the18th centuries BCE.11

COMPARATIVE MATERIAL: CYLINDER SEAL IMPRES-
SIONS FROM PALESTINE

One of the sealed jar handles from Shechem (Tell
Balatah) was found by Sellin in the earliest Mid-
dle Bronze Age building phase of the SW
Temenos area (Fig. 2). A Syrian cylinder seal was
rolled five times over the jar handle and a 12th

Dynasty scarab was stamped onto the upper part
of the handle, close to where the handle joins to
the body of the jar.12 It shows two figures with
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raised hands, the outer one naked holding a leaf
shape as they approach a third figure who stands
behind an altar. Between the worshippers is a fish
form. Two super-imposed hares with a separating
guilloche band between them comprise the ter-
minal of the scene. The scarab impression bears
the name of the steward (Imy-ra pr) Amenemhat
(Imn-m-HA.t). There is a steward by the same name
known from the reign of Amenemhat II.13 Or, this
steward could be identified as the Egyptian offi-
cial of Shechem, who is associated with the events
following Egyptian hostility in parts of Palestine
during the time of Senusert III.14 The cylinder
seal used to impress this handle is attributable to
Collon’s North Syrian style15 and dates to the first
half of the 18th century BCE. It could therefore
coincide with the late 12th Dynasty.16

The other jar handle from Shechem was
found by the American expedition.17 It is from the
make-up of the first MB IIB building and there-
fore possibly dates from the MB IIA.18 The seal
used to impress the second Shechem handle was
also impressed on a jar handle discovered at Tell
el-Farcah (N), several kilometers to the south of
Shechem. The Tell el-Farcah (N) handle was
found in a room constructed against the base
debris of the Early Bronze Age rampart.19 It is
most likely that the two handles originated from
the same workshop. The design, collated from
the two handles (Fig. 3), shows a group of three
bare round-headed, elongated figures: a male

wearing only a belt, holding a lance, kneels
before a woman(?) holding a flask(?), while
another figure, grasping an object with the right
hand(?), stands behind the kneeling man and
also pays homage to the woman. The terminal
motifs include a hare and a perched bird separat-
ed by a guilloche band. The kneeling figure
relates the seal to Collon’s North Syrian cylinder
seal style, particularly to a cylinder seal from Kül-
tepe Ib (Fig. 5), and therefore may be securely
dated to the first half of the 18th century. The Kül-
tepe seal depicts a male figure also wearing only a
belt, holding a spear, kneeling before a long-
haired female figure, while another male, hold-
ing a throw stick, stands behind him.20 The Külte-
pe seal figures are again gracefully elongated. A
cylinder seal from Tell el-Farcah (N), found in a
pit dug through Tomb A (attributed by the funer-
ary goods in it to 1750 BCE) belongs to the same
style (Fig. 4).21

The cylinder seal impressed bowl from
Lachish (Fig. 6) was found in a MB IIA context,
sealed by the MB II palace floor.22 Twice repeated
in the impression, which covers the upper part of
the handle from its join with the rim, the scene
features a line of two striding caprids facing a
scorpion to the right, with a star to the right of
the scorpion.23 So far, the Lachish impression of
animal group file, mostly known from LB I–LB II
seals of a local Syro-Palestinian style,24 is the earli-
est of its kind. Petrographic analysis performed by
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Y. Goren shows that the jar was made of local clay
from the southern Shephela.25

The Tel Aphek sealing (Fig. 7) was uncovered
in a rubbish pit, which contained potsherds form
the Iron Age as well as Late and Middle Bronze
Ages in area A on the western slope of the
mound.26 Fabric impression covers most of the
upper surface of the sealing. The flat back bears
the imprints of packed stalks of grain. The
impression shows a kilted figure to the left raising
right hand in a gesture of greeting, while the left
arm is held against his body. Superimposed mon-
keys flank a staff from the left.  Behind the kilted
figure, covered by the fabric, are a vertical line, a
bird(?) and a looped band. The fragmentary state
of the sealing shows affinities with Collon’s Green
Jasper Group (Teissier’s Levantine Group).27

Characteristic of this group are the vertical guil-
loche and the ‘segmented style’ of animals, Egyp-
tianized motifs and hieroglyphs, some of which
were intended to be read. 

Petrographic analysis indicates that the sealing
was prepared from clay alluvium or clay soil iden-
tical to the clay used for some storage jars from
Tel Gerisa on the Yarkon River, 14 kilometers west
of Aphek. Consequently it was assumed that the
package with the Aphek sealing was sent either
from Tel Gerisa or from some other site near
Aphek.28

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

All the jar handles were impressed with ‘Classical’
North Syrian seals, dating to the first half of the
18th century BCE. In subject matter, the seal used
to impress the Eretz Israel Museum jar handle is
closely related to the seals impressed on the
Shechem/Tell el-Farcah (N) handles in that all
three show audience/presentation scenes. Stylisti-
cally, the figures of these three seals are elongat-
ed. The terminal of hare and perched bird is also
shared by the museum handle and the second
Shechem/Tell el-Farcah (N) seal. Fish between

the worshippers appear both on the Sellin
Shechem sealing and the museum handle. Petro-
graphic analysis of the museum handle indicates
that it was made of central hill country clay, of
which the Amarna Shechem tablets were pre-
pared.29 The Shechem and Tell el-Farcah (N) han-
dles have not been subjected to petrography. The
fact that two handles, from Shechem and from
Tell el Farcah (N) were impressed by the same
seal indicates that the handles must have origi-
nated from the same workshop, which presum-
ably operated somewhere in the vicinity of
Shechem. In all likelihood, the Shechem Sellin
handle also originated from the same workshop.
Since the seals used to impress the three prove-
nanced jar handles, as well as the unprovenanced
– though analyzed museum handle – may all be
ascribed to Collon’s North Syrian style, I suggest
that the museum handle originated in the same
workshop as well. This would mean that the work-
shop used (at least) three seals, all of North Syri-
an style (which, judging from the seal found in
the pit, Fig. 4, could reflect the penchant of its
governing authority for this style), to impress an
output of storage jars with a mark of ownership.
The impressed bowl handle from Lachish is the
product of a local workshop, as it belonged to a
vessel manufactured of local southern Shephela
soil. The seal used to impress the bowl is of Syro-
Palestinian style. 

From the meager evidence of cylinder seal
impressed handles, two pottery workshops that
marked vessels with cylinder seals emerge – one
operating in the central hill country, where North
Syrian cylinder seals were popular, the other in
the Shephela, where the Syro-Palestinian style was
favoured. Other dispatched goods were packed
and sealed, as evidenced by the Aphek sealing.
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